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Sacred Heart Initiatives

Sacred Heart is grateful to
generous supporters who fund
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operations and special initiatives
for our church and Sacred Heart
Academy. Naming Sacred Heart in
your will, trust, or estate makes it
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possible for you to continue to have

Connie McCann

a lasting impact on the area of
greatest interest to you.

Sacred Heart Director of Development
302 S. Kinney | Mt. Pleasant, MI 48858
(989) 772 1385
cmccann@sha.net

What
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Legacy
Be?

Donors who remember Sacred Heart with a legacy gift make it possible
for future generations of our Catholic faith to benefit from the value of parish services,
including our Pre-K through 12th grade school.
The Most Sacred Heart of Jesus Parish in Mt.

For more than a century, Sacred Heart Academy

The Sacred Heart Academy Foundation, Inc., is a

Pleasant provides a place where people can

has delivered an education rooted in the very best

non-profit organization created in 1976 to support
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endowment. Contributions build the principle
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from all

engages students in grades Pre-K through 12 in a
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culturally diverse educational experience of the

including teachers’ salaries.
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highest quality. The well-rounded curriculum

Alumni, grateful parents, staff members and
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regardless
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others committed to the future of Catholic
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education can give knowing the contribution will

they are on

learning, competi-

continue to benefit students for generations to

their spiritual journey. Sacred Heart is more

tive athletics,

come. Your investment increases the endow-

than just a Sunday church. Our parishioners
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form enduring friendships with fellow mem-

arts, and a compre-

bers, have many opportunities for Christian
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service and worship, and strengthen their
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relationship with God through the sharing of

centered

program within a nurturing Christlearning environment.

gifts and life experiences.
Donations allow Sacred Heart to strengthen our
services, which include operation of the church,
our Pre-K through 12 Catholic school (the only
one remaining in the Saginaw Diocese), and
outreach efforts for the needy. Contributions
can be designated for capital improvements,
parish operations or special projects.

SHA students are inspired to achieve their full
potential, open their minds to new possibilities,
and are prepared to excel in college and in life.
Contributions can benefit facility and technology
improvements; classroom, cultural and athletic
experiences for students; tuition assistance; or
other areas of immediate need.

ment, which

SACRED
HEART
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enhances each
annual distribution of the SHA
Foundation.
The sole purpose
of the Founda-

tion is to support the Academy in its mission to
educate students with a strong foundation in the
Catholic faith. By giving to the Foundation, you
help secure the future of SHA and its Catholic
school mission.

